
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHERWOOD PRIMARY SCHOOL 

YEAR 5 REMOTE LEARNING PLAN 
Wednesday 3rd February 2021 

CORE LEARNING TASK FOR 

MATHEMATICS 
Today we are going practical. We are using 

our knowledge gained over the past two days 

to start to look at measures in practical 

situations. 

 

Follow the video produced by Mr. Stanton 

before having a look at the variety of weights, 

lengths and capacities in practical terms on 

the PowerPoint.  

 

Although you are not completing the practical 

activity today we will look to do an activity 

when we all return to school as it is so 

important. In the meantime have a go at 

identifying the amounts and with permission at 

home, try and measure some of the things 

around you. 

 

Hope you enjoy the activity but don’t forget 

that we will do this practically in school. 

 

 

CORE LEARNING TASK FOR 

ENGLISH 
 

Yesterday, we were set an exciting task by The 
Space Agency! So today, we will do some research 

into the features of non-fiction texts – to make 
sure our leaflets are SUPERB! 

 So begin by watching Mrs Sheppard’s video and 
she will help you work through the tasks! 
You will see that there are TWO TASKS to 

complete. The first is to identify the features in an 
explanation text. The second is to identify the 

features in a non-chronological report. We have 
provided two options, based on whether you have 

access to a printer or not – CHOOSE OPTION for 
EACH task.  

The links that you need for today are here; 
Grammar Starter 
Explanation Texts 

Non – Chronological 
And all of the example texts are saved on the 

website. 
  

 

WIDER CURRICULUM TASK 

 
P.E 

Today, you will be continuing your Cricket focused sessions. 
Please follow along with the video, using equipment from 
around the house. The live video will take place between 

2pm and 2.45pm but you can complete this after the event if 
needed.  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPIqt656AFXK804I6V
wzVGA 

Remember that if you have any issues, please use the older 
videos OR you can follow Joe Wickes with his PE with Joe 

tasks. Send us some photographs or videos of your 
hardwork! 

 

Guided Reading  
Your Guided Reading tasks have been assigned on SeeSaw. 

Please carefully read the text and the instructions and 
submit your completed work through on SeeSaw. 

 

 

 
 

KEY VOCABULARY 
Today’s word of the day is, 

nocturnal 
An adjective meaning nightly or active at night 

Investigate the word and put in a sentence and follow 
along with Mr Stanton in the short video to the word 

rap. 
Also continue to learn those words of the week using a 

variety of strategies. 

 

 

https://central.espresso.co.uk/espresso/primary_uk/subject/module/video/item361715/grade2/module305324/collection361835/section361755/index.html?source=search-all-all-all-all&source-keywords=cohesion
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zpsjkty
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks1-ks2-how-to-write-a-non-chronological-report/zvbtscw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPIqt656AFXK804I6VwzVGA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPIqt656AFXK804I6VwzVGA

